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Dear Maschinenwesen, 
 
two weeks to go until the end of the semester, the exam period is approaching and so 
there is some news that I would like to share briefly: 
  
• First of all, it is very important that the deadline for exam registrations is 08.07.2024. 

This means that you should register for all exams as soon as possible so that you can 
complete your semester smoothly!  

• Please note that the exam dates, which you can find at https://tud.link/37cxu4, can al-
ways be updated! Time and place may change, so you should always check that the 
slots in which you want to take the exam are actually where you expect them to be!  

• As some people still have difficulties with enrolling in Selma, I would like to point out 
once again what works differently now than in HIS: In Selma, you must first enrol for 
the module in which you want to take an exam. Then the examinations appear and you 
can register for the corresponding examination. So it's a two-stage process and not, as 
in HIS, a selection from a long list... 

• But exams are not just registration at Selma. There can always be examination prob-
lems and formal aspects such as sick notes, medical certificates, deadlines and all the 
things that go with them are important. There are always questions and uncertainties 
here and that is why I will be holding a large information event for the entire me-
chanical engineering department on 17.07.2024 at 16:40 in the HSZ/AUDI on all re-
lated issues! I would be delighted if we could fill the Audimax for this!  

Finally, a look into the future, which is very important for our faculty: In the winter semes-
ter, the CHE ranking for mechanical engineering, the basis for the ZEIT study guide, which 
you may also have used in the preparation phase for your studies, will be compiled again. 
Last time we didn't do so well, which was mainly due to the fact that too few people took 
part in the survey. This should go better this time - so we'd like to point out now that it's 
very, very important to take part! 
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In the Dean of Studies on Air, this mail should then be available again at the weekend as a 
pod cast at https://spoti.fi/3rM07Tf on Spotify or on Castbox via 
https://bit.ly/Studiendekan-On-AIR_castbox. 
 
Now I wish you a nice evening of soccer and a sunny weekend, 
 
Yours 
 
           Stefan Odenbach  

https://spoti.fi/3rM07Tf
https://bit.ly/Studiendekan-On-AIR_castbox

